2006 f150 radio removal

Varying car manufacturers design their stereo systems to be extracted and replaced using a
specific set of procedures. Sunday's procedures include the use of audio removal tools. The
Ford Motor Company often uses the Ford DIN removal keys to pull their factory stereos from the
stereo mounting dock in their vehicles. For Ford vehicles, Mazda vehicles which employs a
similar tool , and other types of vehicles; removing the stereo can still be performed without the
aid of these special tools. Disconnect the negative battery cable from the battery of the vehicle
using a 10 mm wrench or Philips-head screwdriver to loosen the clamp from the negative lead
post. Remove any dash panels or other interior components that hide the stereo mounting
bracket. The procedure for gaining access to the stereo mounting bracket varies among
vehicles. Consult your vehicle owner's manual for specific instructions. Remove the screws on
either side of the stereo with a Philips-head screwdriver. Pull the stereo from the stereo
mounting bracket to access to the stereo wiring connected to the back of the radio. Pull the
stereo wiring from the back of the stereo deck. The wiring that is bound together with a plastic
wire binder must be pulled from the stereo by the binder, not by the wires. The antenna cable
also needs to be pulled from the back of the factory radio. Make Ford stereo removal key
substitutes out of wire hangers. Cut two 7 inch sections of the wire hanger. Bend each hanger
segment into a "U" shape. Insert the two ends of each Ford tool replacement into the holes
located at either side of the face of the Ford factory stereo. Pull outward on the hanger
segments while pulling the stereo from the stereo mounting dock of the Ford or Mazda vehicle.
Disconnect the wiring from the back of the factory stereo and pull the antenna cable from the
unit. Jule Pamplin has been a copywriter for more than seven years. As a financial sales
consultant, Pamplin produced sales copy for two of the largest banks in the United States. He
attended Carnegie-Mellon University, winning a meritorious scholarship for the Careers in
Applied Science and Technology program, and later served in the 1st Tank Battalion of the U.
Marine Corps. Step 1 Disconnect the negative battery cable from the battery of the vehicle using
a 10 mm wrench or Philips-head screwdriver to loosen the clamp from the negative lead post.
Step 2 Remove any dash panels or other interior components that hide the stereo mounting
bracket. Step 3 Remove the screws on either side of the stereo with a Philips-head screwdriver.
Step 4 Pull the stereo from the stereo mounting bracket to access to the stereo wiring
connected to the back of the radio. Step 1 Make Ford stereo removal key substitutes out of wire
hangers. Step 2 Insert the two ends of each Ford tool replacement into the holes located at
either side of the face of the Ford factory stereo. Step 3 Pull outward on the hanger segments
while pulling the stereo from the stereo mounting dock of the Ford or Mazda vehicle. Use a flat
screwdriver with a thin cloth wrapped around the blade, to pry any dash panels away from the
dashboard of your vehicle. Here is the stereo radio wiring information for your Ford F F body
with the standard or amplified systems. It will be useful when installing an aftermarket radio,
sound stereo system, or other automotive accessories. Make sure to grab the appropriate tools
to test all the wires in your F Pickup. Failure to properly test all the wires may lead to vehicle or
bodily damage. All information is provided as-is and accuracy is not guaranteed. If you find any
conflicting info please leave a comment with what you found in your 2 or 4 door Ford F Thanks
for looking! Radio Removal: Using plastic bezel removal tools carefully pop the radio bezel from
the dash. Unplug all the connectors and remove the dash bezel. The radio is then held in with 4
7mm screws. Keep in mind if you are installing a new radio you need the radio removal keys,
the wiring harness, the antenna adapter, and the mounting kit as well. During installation we
recommend removing some of the plastic behind the OEM radio to help fit the new aftermarket
radio all the way in the dash. They plug right in then right on to the new speaker making
installation a breeze. Order quantity 2 if doing front and rear speakers. Your email address will
not be published. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Pry clip
from door and reinstall on panel before reinstallation. NOTE - for determining aftermarket
installation polarity of speaker wires for correct hook up see Speaker Phasing above.
Reinstalling Door Handle. Check operation of handle before closing door. All clips release with
pressure. Push cable away from assembly to unlock and release from assembly. NOTE - When
reinstalling door handle cable into door handle assembly, this cable will click into place so
spring may be reinstalled. Release trigger on connector to disconnect. Tech Help Note - for
aftermarket speaker installation 5 x 7 inch, see Speaker Phasing above. NOTE - When
reinstalling door panel, be sure door lock pin mates to opening in door panel. Factory Car
Stereo Repair, Inc. Reinstalling Door Handle 1 Door handle must be flush with door panel before
securing to door. Why purchase the aftermarket wire harness? Installation is easier, no guess
work with wire color codes and a Headache Saver! Factory wire colors codes are not universal.
See Aftermarket Videos above. We discourage cutting the factory wire harness. This section
aids in troubleshooting and determining wire color codes, phasing for speaker hook up,
locating power wires for installing external devices and add-ons. DIY Repair. Factory Wire

Harness Codes. Aftermarket stereo installation? You may need to remove your Acura TL stereo
deck for repair or replacement, or to add components to your system. While some vehicles
make the stereo removal process relatively simple, removing the TL's stereo is a complex task.
You can choose to have a professional audio technician remove your Acura stereo deck, or you
can do it yourself and save the cost of labor. Before you remove the stereo, you need to
disconnect the grounding cable from the vehicle's battery to prevent shorting the Acura
electrical system. Loosen the negative battery cable with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Remove
the cable's clamp from the negative lead post and rest it away from the battery. Remove the two
trim panels that run along either side of the stereo system. Start at the bottom beside the gear
selector lever , and pry the panels with a trim removal tool or flat screwdriver. Remove the panel
under the steering column. Grab the panel near the driver's-side door and pull it free from the
dash. Disconnect the three wire connections to the panel, by hand. Grab the plastic wire
binders, and not the wires. Remove the lower side dash panel on the driver's side. The panel
runs vertically and sits next to the driver's right leg. Three clips hold the panel in place. Pull the
panel free by hand. Remove the glove compartment. Open the glove compartment and use your
hands to remove the retaining plugs at the top corners of the compartment. Unscrew the two
Phillips-head screws at the bottom corners of the glove compartment. Pull the glove
compartment from the dash. Remove the lower panel in the passenger-side foot well. Pull the
panel free by grabbing the top and pulling downward. Remove the entire upper passenger-side
dash panel by hand. Grab the panel at the bottom where the glove compartment opening is and
pull it free from the dashboard. Remove the lower side panel on the passenger side. The panel
sits vertically near the passenger's left leg. Use your hands to pull the panel from the top.
Remove the center dash panel that houses the vents and hazard switch. Use a trim panel tool
wrapped with a thin cloth to pry the panel from the dash. Pull the panel away from the dash and
disconnect the clock and hazard switch. Pull the plastic wire group binders, and not the wires.
Two of the bolts are located at the bottom corners of the stereo. The other two are at the top.
Grab the stereo unit at the top and bottom. Pull the stereo deck straight from the dash, far
enough to reach the two wire groups connected at the top rear of the stereo. Pull the two wire
groups away from the stereo. Grab the green plastic binders, and not the wires. Tilt the stereo
forward to reach the wire groups connected at the bottom rear of the stereo. Pull the groups
from the stereo. These groups are for the antenna, speakers, amplifier, and power supply. Pull
the stereo deck completely from the dash of the Acura TL. Jule Pamplin has been a copywriter
for more than seven years. As a financial sales consultant, Pamplin produced sales copy for
two of the largest banks in the United States. He attended Carnegie-Mellon University, winning a
meritorious scholarship for the Careers in Applied Science and Technology program, and
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later served in the 1st Tank Battalion of the U. Marine Corps. Step 1 Loosen the negative battery
cable with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Step 2 Remove the two trim panels that run along either
side of the stereo system. Step 3 Remove the panel under the steering column. Step 4 Remove
the lower side dash panel on the driver's side. Step 5 Remove the glove compartment. Step 6
Remove the lower panel in the passenger-side foot well. Step 7 Remove the entire upper
passenger-side dash panel by hand. Step 8 Remove the lower side panel on the passenger side.
Step 9 Remove the center dash panel that houses the vents and hazard switch. Step 11 Grab the
stereo unit at the top and bottom. Leave the negative battery cable disconnected until all of your
work is finished. Connect the cable to operate the vehicle by placing the negative cable's clamp
around the negative lead post. Tighten the clamp with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Tighten the
clamp so that it cannot be moved around the lead by hand.

